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DECISION

Diriba Abolte was charged for having committed two different offences. After
hearing both charges under two separate files, the High Couit sentenced him to
1. fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment (in criminal file No.27/72) for com-

mitt;ng plunder and acting as a co-offender in the murder of Eshete
Woldeyes, contrary to Articles 32/522 (1) (a) of the Pendi Code;

2. death (in criminal file no. 341/72) for killing Private Yigezu Tekle and
committing plunder contrary toArticles 32 (1) (a) / 522 (1) (a) ; 668 of
the Penal Code.

Diriba Abolte lodged separate appeals against these two judgements; and,

1. for acting as a co-offender in the murder of Eshete Woldeyes and committ-
ing an act of plunder, thd Supre me Court mitigated the penalty in criminal
appeal no. 1067/73, and sentenced him to ten years' rigorous imprison-
ment as of the date of his arrest;

2.1 for murdering Private Yigezu Tekle and committing an act of plunder
the Supreme .Court commuted the death sentence to ten years' rigorous,
imprisonment in criminal appeal no. 1569/74.

Diriba Abolte has now appeared in consequence of the petition he submitted
.on 21110/76 (E.C.), staiing as follows':

Though the judgement passed on me states that my term of imprisonment
shall commence tO run a' of'the date of my arrest, there is no reference in criminal
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appeal no. 1569/74 to the actual date of my arrest. And, on account of this omis-

sion, the Prison Administration has put me in trouble. Thus, since there is evidence

in the other file (criminal appeal no. 1067/73) which proves the fact that I was

arrested on 15/11/71 (E.C.), I submit that it be communicated to the Prison Admi-

nistration through a letter upon confirmation.

The Public Prosecutor was ordertd to give a reply to Diriba Anbolte's applica-

tion, and he made the following submission:

-Although Diribs has stated that he was arrested on 15/11/71 (E.C.),in criminal

file no. 27/72 the High Court has mentioned 5/1/71 (E.C.)as the date on which his

arrest took place. Neither of the files of the Supreme Court mentioned this fact.

Hence, let the police officer who investigated the case be ordered to produce

evidence that settles This question;

-The death sentence was pronounced by the High Court after the Public Presecutor

had submitted a record which shows that the accused was sentenced to fifteen

years' rigorous imprisonment. Thus, it looks as if the High Court imposed the

death sentence on the appellant on the grounds of the said record;

It was after separately reviewin; the appeal lodged against the fifteen years'

imprisonment judgement that the Supreme Court reduced the sentence to ten

years (rigorous imprisonment) ;

-Likewise, it was by separately reviewing the appeal lodged against the death

sentence that the Supreme Court commuted the death sentence ot ten years'

(rigorous imprisonment) ;

-And, It was owing to the fact that the two files were not presented jointly even at

the Supreme Court level that the separate sentences were pronounced.

Having thus explained the matter, the Public Prosecut-r asked the Court to

add up the two ten-year imprisonmont sentences arnd punish Diriba Abolte with

twenty years' rigorous imprisonment. In support of his reauest, the Public Prose-

cutor submitted the following legal arguments;

-Although there is no provision directly applicable to the issue, the provision which

is of nearest pertinence is Article 191 of the Penal Code. This provision applies

when concurrent offences are committed, and the offender is punished for only

ene of the offences, and later it is discovered that he also had committed other

offences.

-When concurrent offences are committed, the sentence has to be assessed in

accordance with the provision of Article 189 (1). This article is also applicable to

this kind of situation. The bases for the aosessment of the sentence in such cases is

the maximum penalty provided by the law for the most ser4ous offence, and not the

one determined by the court for such offence;

-Had the judgement rendered by the other division of the Supreme Court been

presented to the Panel Division, since the offence reviewed by the other Division

entails a higher penalty, I.e. the death penalty, the Panel Division would have
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applied Articles 191 and 189 of the Penal Code and, since the sum of the two
sentences is below the death penalty, it would have imposel twenty years' im-
prisonment by adding the ten-year imperisonment sentence imposed by itself to the
ten-year imprisonment sentence imposed by the other Division:

-If there is no other alternative provided by law and, as I have explained, if, had the
judgement of the other Division been presented to it, the Panel Division would
have imposed twenty years' imprisonment by adding up the two ten-year im-
prisonment sentences, there is no reason why the two sentences should not be
added up if such fact is discovered later. The adding-up of sentences imposed for
different offences is a matter of mathematical calculation, and cannot be viewed
as an imposition of a new penalty:

- Besides, considering the fact that the appellant acted as a co-offender in the
murder and plunder when anti-revolutionaries raided and plundered the town of
Kachise, the imposition of twenty years' imprisonment may probably be too little
but will not be too much, not only in the eyes of the law but also in the light of a
moral judgement.

The Public Prosecutor then reauested that a letter be written to the Prison
Administration .fter verification of the date of appellant's arrest, also indicating
the pemalty that he shall serve: i.e, twenty years' rigorous imprisonment.

Since his request for a date clarification letter had first been made in an
ordinary way, Diriba Abolte was offered the opportunity of presenting his objec-
tions to the Public Prosecutor's legal contentions. His objection was that the High
Court tried the case separately, but the Supreme Court gave its judgment after it
considered both files; and that the fact that the High Court sentenced him to
fifteen years' imprisonment first, and later on condemned him to death in the
second file, shows that, since the two sentences cannot be executed separately,
the decision was made with a view to consolidating the penalties; hence, pursu-
pntto this decision, he was sentenced by the Panel Division of the Supreme Court,
to serve a total term of ten years' imprisonment only-

The decisions rendered against Diriba Ablote on the two files give rise to
the issue of whether the penalty was fixed according to the principle of concur-
rence, as Diriba maintains it to be, or whether they were fixed separately.

From the first (sic) decision of the High Court, we learn that a request had-
been made by the Public Prosecutor of the High Court for consideration of the
first decision of the High Court as an aggravating ciroumstance. However, since
the two offences were committed on the same day within an interval of two hours,
and the two charges relating to these criminal acts were filed after Diriba Abolte
was arrested on 11 Hamle 1971, it was not possible to invoke one of the decisions
for the purpose of aggravating the sentence to be imposed for the other one.
Nevertheless, the Court had passed the death sentence for the second charge
roithout explaining whether its judgement was swayed either by the first sentence
w by the concurrent nature of the offences.
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The Supreme Court sentenced the appellant to ten years' rigorous imperison-

ment after hearing the appeal lodged against the first charge. Owing to a lack of

proper disclosure of the existence of a decision given by another division of the

Supreme Court, the Panel Division passed a separate sentence of ten years' im-

prisonment, after hearing the appeal lodged against the second charge. These

being the circumstances in which the decisions were given, we do not accept

Diriba Abolte's allegation which states that the Panel Division sentenced him to

ten years' imprisonment for the second charge after considering the first ten-year

imprisonment sentence passed by the other Division.

We find it appropriate to know what the Prison Administration shall do if it is

notified only of the fact that the decisions passed by both courts were rendered

separately, and that the two criminal acts were committed on the same day.

Lieutenant Abera-Mengiste, head of the Prison Administrction Section, answered

the question forwarded by the court on the above point as follows:

"We shall make him serve twenty years of rigorous imprisonment by adding

up the two ten-year decisions given in the two files; and he shall also be considered

as a recidivist and shall not be put on probation."

- As has already been indicated above, Diriba's case involves the question of

not only making known the date on which his term of imprisonment has begun to

run for the second offence, but also of determining the total length of the sentence

that he has to serve for the two files (sic).

As the criminal acts referred to in the two files were committed on one and

the same day, and Diriba Abolte was charged and convicted for the second offence

after he had already been arrested and detained for the first offence, this situation

calls for examination of the following issues : Should he serve only one ten-

year sentence for both files (sic) instead of two sentences, each of ten years?

Or should the two sentences be added up and he be punished'with twenty years'

of imprisonment ? Or, is there a third choice ? If our law has no answer to these

questions, would it amount to imposing a new sentence previously undecided,

should the court make a ruling based on any of these alternatives ?

If a court, without being made aware of the fact that someone is a convicted

prisoner, tries such a person for a different offence and passes judgement against

him, how should the sentence be executed? Our penal law does not answer this

question. However, the Court cannot refrain from considering the issue on the

mere grounds that there is no law that deals with this question.

On the other hand, we cannot brush aside the question by saying that matters

of executing sentences are within the jurisdiction of the Prison Administration,

for the Prison Administration is empowered to execute only what is decided by a

court. Furthermore, since the reply the Prison Administration gave to the question

forwarded by the Court as to what it would do if confronted with this case has no

regal basis, the Court thinks that it is appropriate to entertain the case, and to issue

directives concerning the execution of the sentences as it sees fit.
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The criminal acts that Diriba Abolte committed on one and the same day

within an interval of two hours constitute the srounds on which the two sentences

were pronounced. Two different charges could have been framed against him for

these acts; and, had the Public Prosecutor received the facts at one and the same

time, he would have prepared concurrent charges against Diriba Abolte and the

sentence would have been assessed pursuant to Article 189 of the Penal Code.

Should the Public Prosecutor, due to lack of awareness of the situation, frame

different charges for the two offences at different times, and a decision be made

on one of the charges ahead of the other, the court which conducts a hearing en

the second charge shall determine the second sentence in accordance with

Article 191 of the Penal Code, if it is notified of the first decision. As enunciated

by Article 191, the punishment to be imposed in such instances shall be deter-

mined in accordance with the principles set out in Article 189 of the Penal Code.

The grounds for determining a penalty pursuant to Articles 189 and 191 are such

acts as Diriba Abolte was said to have committed. The only reason that precluded

the direct application of these Articles to Diriba Abolte's case was that he was not

charged concurrently with the offences in the first instance; and, even after he was

charged separately the existence of this fact was not duly disclosed - in this way

precluding the possibiliy of determining the second sentence having regard to

the first sentence. The Court is thus left with no other alternative than to give

directives applicable to such situations. As has previously been mentioned, the

provisions that have close relevance to Diriba Abolte's case are Articles 189 and

191 of the Penal Code. Accordingly, we hold that the directives to be issued must
be drawn up by interpreting these articles.

It has already been said that the penalty applicable to the situation described

under Article 191 shall be determined in pursuance of the principles laid downin

Article 189. Of the two offences Diriba Abolte is said to have committed, the more

serious one is that act he is said to have committed contrary to Article 522 of the

Penal Code, which is referred to in criminal file no. 1067/73. In criminal appeal no.

1569/74, he was convicted for violating Article 3 (2) of the Special Penal Code

Proclamation No. 8/74; the peanity prescribed for this offence is less severe than

the death penalty prescribed for the first offence.

It was the Sixth Division of the Supreme Court that heard the appeal lodged

against the charge framed under Article 522, and imposed a sentence of ten years'

imprisonment. If we take this sentence of ten years' imprisonment as the basic

penalty provided for the most serious offence, had the case which was heard by

the Panel Division been presented to the Sixth Division, the peralW would have

been determined taking into account this ten years' imprisonment judgement as

the basis, and, in the language of Article 189 (1) (b), the court would have"

imposed a penalty exceeding by up to one-half of the basic penalty". Mathema-

tically speaking, the penalty that Diriba Abolte deserves will thus become fiteen

years' imprisonment. One of the restrictions on determining the highest penalty

for concurrent offences is that part of Article 189 (1) (b) which we quoted Above.

Accordingly, we have rejected the request made by the Public Prosecutor for-an

imposition of twenty years' imprisonment, contrary to the said restriction.
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We have delivered this explanation of the judgement, holding that Addis
Ababa Prison Administration shall execute the judgements given against Ditiba
Abolte in both files by making him servo fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment, as
we explained above. Since the two sentences have been imposed by reason of

the commission of concurrent offences on one and the same day, we have not
sustained the Prison Administration's opinion which states that Diriba Abolte shall
be considered as a recidivist who committed another offence while serving a
sentence or af.ter fully servircj a sentence for a previous offence, and thus shall not
be put on probation. We hold that the question of putting him on probation should
be considered as in any other case, taking into account the behaviour that the
prisoner shows while in prison and the fulfilment of other criteria.

We order that a copy of the decision be sent to the Addis Ababa Prison so that

it'shall execute the sentence in accordance with this decision.

This decision is given by the Panel Division by majority today, the 3oth of
Hamle, 1977 E.G.

Dissenting Opinion of the Minority

We, Abebe Works and Dessalegn Alemu, the judges mentioned in the second
and fifth lines, have not agreed with the decision given by the majority concerning
the interpretation of the law and the length of the sentence Diriba Abolte must
serve. In our opinion the decision that should have been given is the following:

Diriba Abolte was charged with two different offences. For one of the offences
the High Court sentenced him to death and for the other one it sentenced him to
fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment. On appeal, the Supreme Court commuted

the death sentence to ten years' rigorous imprisonment and reduced the fifteen
years' imprisonment sentence to ten years' rigorous imprisonment. Both of the
sentences were to commence running as of the date of his arrest.

When the sentences were imposed against Diriba Abolte by both courts for
the two offences, nothing was said about aggravation or consolidation of the pena-
lties. When it was decided that Diriba Abolte be imprisoned for ten years, the
sentence was to commence running as of the date of his arrest However, the date
on which he was arrested has not been specified in one of the judgements. Thus,
the present argument arose when Diriba Abolte petitioned the court to refer to the
other file and notify the date of his arrest to the Prison Administration.

Though the file shows that the date on which he was arrested was 11 Hamle

1971, the Public Prosecutor was ordered to state his opinions because of the fact
that Diriba Abolte was charged with two offences.

In his reply the Public Prosecutor stated that the issue raised by this case was
not one of stating the date of appell ant's arrest, but rather it was one of adding up

the two sentences. Consequently, he requested the court to add up the sentences.
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The Public Prosecutor further stated "..;though there is no provision which

directly applies to this case, Article 191 of the Fenal, Code, which has close re-
levance to this case, should be referred to, and decision be given in accordance
With krt. 189."

As clearly pointed out by the Public Prosecutor, there is no provision in the

Penal Code which covers this situation. The Ethiopian Pe"'al Code was not drafted

in such a way as to cover this situation. This Court was not able to find relevant

cases decided previously on similar issues. Though previous judgements are not

binding, they might have been helpful for purposes of research, if the:e were any.

We have also consulted some codes of other countries, but we were not able to

find a provision that deals with this issue. Aiticle 5 of the French Penal Code,

which is the basis for the interpretation of this concept, provides that, unless it is

clearly stated in the judgement, sentenees shall run concurte. tly and not con-

secutively. Articles 50-53 of the Fenal Code of the Republic of China, and Sec-

tions 35 and 36 of th e Federal Criminal Law of the Soviet Ur.ion, provide that,

where another offence is committed before a sentence imposed in a pior judge-

ment is fully.served, the sentence to be imposed later shall be added to the pre-

vious sentence; but in such a case the penalty shall not exceed a'specified period.

However, Article 53 of the Fenal Code of the Republic of China clearly provides

that, where an accused is sentenced for morethan one offence, the penalty shall be

consolidaled in accordance with Article 51 of the same Penal Code. Furthermore,
the method of consolidating the sentences shall be assessed by the same method

as the method of assessing the penalty when they are decided simultaneously, or

as if the first judgement was known when the second judgement is given.

We have no similar provision under Ethiopian law. On the other hand, as can

be seen from some werks of research, unless it is clearly stated in the judgemerit

that one sentence shall commence to run before (sic) the other sentence is fully

served, the sentences shall ran concurrentzy - see Columbia Law Review, vol.

25/1925, pp. 671-672. This may not be difficult, particularly when the offences

are tried together; or even if they are not tried together, if the court which decides

.he second offence is aware of the first judgement. The Ethiopian law follows this

principle, too. However, under Ethiopian law, as in others, a problem arises when

two decisions are given at d&fferent times due to unawareness of the existence

of the first judgement, and the court is requested to give an explanation about the

execution of the sentences.

Research work conducted on the question of consolidation or non-consolida-

tion of sentences shows that the issue is resolved differently by different couts, or

even by different divisions of the same court, However, all of them agree that,

unless it is clearly stated in the judgement that the sentences shall run consecutively

theyshall run concurrently. The research contained in CiminalLaw Reiaew (1958)

p. 174, supports this view, too. This view is also supported by another work of

research contained in the 1962 issue of the same Journal pp. 490-91 ).

Thus, when we come to the Ethiopian Law, and consider Diriba Abolte's

petition on the one hand, and, the objection and request made by the Public
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Prosecutor on the other, we fully agree with the statement of the Public Prosecutor

which says"... There is no law which covers this stuation." However, the Public

Prcsccutor has st ,ted that the provision which has close relevance to the case is

Alticle 191 of t-e renal Code. He said that this article provides that the offender

shall nct be punished more severely than if all the offences had been tried together.

For V e determination of the sentence, it refers the matter to Article 189 of the

renal Code.Thus, he asked that, even though the two charges were not joined,

since Diriba Abo!te committed the offences on one and the same day within an

ir terval of two hours, the court should assess the penalty pursuant to Article 189

of the renal Code, and impose twentyyears of rigorous imprisonment. One cannot

agree wth this contention, for it raises many other questions.

What Article 191 provides for is that, where, after an accused has been con-

victed and sentenced fcr anoff ence, it is discovered that he has also committed

anot'3r of,e ic1 t03 n3N s)ioice shall be assessed in a manner such that the of-

fender will not be punished more severely than if all the offences have been tried

togeth er. In such a situation, Artcle 191 refers the matter to Article 189 (1) of the

renal Code for te assessment cf the sentence. Article 189 (1) states that in such

a siturton vxe should follow the rules of aggravation.,In addition to this, Article

189 (1) provides that whenever such a situation arises, the penalty should be

aggrax ated. The manner of aggravating is that (1) the penalty for the most serious

offence shall be imposed first, and (2) if the court thinks it fit, it may increase the

penalty by up to one-half of the penalty provided for the most serious offence.

The Public Prosecutor has said that, when the law says the penalty provided

for the most serious offence, it is referring to the-maximum-penalty fixed by the

law, and not to the one determined by the court. However, the minority has re-

frained f.om expressing its view on this point.

When t,e judgement passed by the High Court against Diriba Abolte was

artered in c iminal appeal no. 1569/74, it was said that Diribe Abolte shall be

punished with "ten years' rigorous imprisonment as of the date of his arrest.'

Likewise, wl.en the judgement given by the High Court was altred in criminal

file no. 1067/73, it was said that he shall be punished "with ten-years' rigorous

imprisonment as of the date of his arrest." So long as the two judgements are of

this status, it would be difficult to come to a conclusion based on unfulfilled hypo-

theses, and to say that, had one of the judgements been knownthe penalty would

have been more severe. The two judgements were given by the Supreme Court.

in deaultof a provision that says such action should be taken if it is discovered

later that two final judgements are given in different files, we fail to see a reason for

annuling the two sentances and imposing another one. In order to add up and

aggravate the pena'ty pursuant to Article 189 of the Penal Code, there should be a

clear provision similar to that in Article 191. If there is no provision similar to Article

191, and if v e judges of our own discretion apply the principle laid down under

Article 1 89, it would amount to applying a provision similar to Article 191 as if it

exists. And thus, it will amount to annulling the previous judgement, and replac-
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ing it with anotherjudgement, since the date on which the penalty shall commence

to run has been determined.

What the Public Prosecutor argues is that, had the Court known of the exi-

stence of another decision when it imposed the second sentence, the Court would

have merely added up the sentences; and this would not amount to imposing a

new penalty. However, we do not agree with this opihion. Even if the penalty

determined for the first offence is known, this Division cannot know what pe-

nalty the court would have imposed for the second offence. And if it cannot know

the penalty what it will impose will be different from those given in the two deci-

sions. And this will amount to imposing a new penalty. On the other hand, as the

Division is an appellate one, it is not possible to know whether or not it would

have returned the file to the High Court to assess the penalty again. The;efore,

since what the Courts would have done is not clear, we the judges who have

expressed the minority opinion have not accepted the Public Frosecutor's argu-

ment. In our opinion, accepting the public prosecutor's argument is the same as

giving a new judgement and imposing a new penalty. And since this would amount

to violating the principle of double jeopardy, or autrefois convict and autrefois

acquit, which are contained in Articles 2, 3, and 60-63 of the Ethiopian Penal

Code, we have chosen not to agree with the majority opinion.

If two or more offences are committed by one person, andif, by mere chance,

the charges are tried and decided at different times, and if the reason for rendering

such decisions is the Public ProsecLter's failure to disclose to the court the exi-

stence of the other decision, or if bymistake the court ignored this fact after it was

disclosed to it and determined a different and separate penalty for the second

offence, so long as the two decisions have specified the date on which the sente-

nces shall commence running, we do not see any grouhds for altering the sen-

tences, other than ordering their execution in accordance with the decisions. We

are of the opinion that, other than agreeing that the sentences shall be served

concurrently, the penalty cannot be altered to twenty years in acceptance of the

Public Prosecutor's argument.

The officer we called from the Addis Ababa Prison Administration, has told us

that, if the Administration receives two decisions, they will execute them by add-

ing the terms of imprisonment and they will also consider the prisoner as-a reci-

divist and, consequently, theywill not put him on probation.

Commenting on this, Diriba Abolte has said that a prison administration

cannot be asked to give a legal opinion, since its duty is to merely execute what is

decided by courts. The minority finds it difficult to accept the opinion expressed

by the representative of the Addis Ababa Prison Administration. Where there is a

clear law, we do not think that one can give such a ready-made opinion, The

question of putting the prisoner on probation is also an issue that cannot be

ignored. We are bf the opinion that the prisoner should be put on probation when

he fulfils other conditions.
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For all these reasons, we have not agreed with ti.,e decision of fifteen years'

imprisonment passed by the majority, and thus have expressed our m'notity
opinion.

Thus, we hold that, since Diriba Abolte was arrested on 11 Hamle 1971 for

bcth charges, only this fact should have been communicated to the Prison Admini-

stration t) execute the sentenae pursuant to the above opinion. We think that it

will be useful if th e current Law Revision Committee is notified of the deficiency of

the law on this point.



Assessment of Sentence in Case3 of Concurrent Offences

Entailing Loss of Liberty:

A Case Comment on Criminal Appeal No 1569/74

By Negatu Tesfaye *

In criminal appeal no. 1569/74, reported in this issue of the Journal, the court

was faced with the question of concurrent offeaces: and the issues raised were

(1) How should sentences be computed in cases of concurrent offernces?

(2) Where an offender is convicted for having committed concurrent

offences and has been sentenced to separate fixed terms of imprison-

ment by different courts or different divisions of the same court, how

should the sentences be executed ?

(3) Would it amount to an imposition of a new penalty shoul-.' a court

aggravate the sentences passed in the situation stated under (2)

after execution of the sentences has begun ?

"Concurrence", as defined in Article 82 (1) kz) of our Penal Code, are of two

types: material and notional.

Material concurrence exists when an offender successively I commits several

offences. Whether the successive offences are of the same or different nature anvi

whether they are committed against the same person or different persons does not

make any difference. Thus, if D rapes Y and subsequently takes her gold necklace

by force, he commits concurrent offences of different nature against the same

person (i.e. Y) in violation of articles 589 and 636 of the Fenal Coce. Similarly, if

D assaults A and performs sexual intercourse with B's wire, he comm ts concurrent

offfices of different nature (i.e. assault and adultery) against dife ent persons

(i.e. A and B) in violation of Articles 544 and 618 of the Penal Coa'e, respectively.

In cases of material concurrence it is also possible that the successive acts

done may all contravene the same criminal provision. Such will be the case if, for

example, D repeatedly 2 steals goods from P, or performs sexual intercourse w ith

A's and B's wives. In both cases the successive acts done contravene the

same criminal provision (i.e. Art. 630 in the former case, and Art. 61 8 in the latter).

In the former case the concurrent offences are committed against the same person

(i.e. P), while in the latter case they are committed against different persons (i.e.

A and B). 3

Concurrence also exists when an offender violates several criminal provisions

by only performk.-g a single act. This kind of concurrence is known as "notional

concurrence".

In case of notional concurrence, the offender's single act simultaneously con-

travenes several criminal provisions. This is the case if D, with intent to kill A, sets
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fire to A's house in the middle of the night while A is deep asleep and, as the

result of the fire, A and A's girl friend, who is asleep with A ard of which fact D

is not aware, suffer seriousbodily injuries. In this case,'D has performed only one

act, but this single act simultaneously contravenes two different criminal provisions

i.e. Article 488 and 27/522 of the Penal Cede.

If a person commits concurrent cffences'as explained above, how should he

be charged and sentenced?

The Criminal Procedure Code provides that, where the police investigation

file discloses that an accused has committed concurrent offences, the public

pr6secutor must prepare a single charge containing different counts, and each

offence so charged must be described separately.4 And, unless-it is likely that

the accused will be embarrasseol in his defence ( in which case the court shall

order the charges to bq tried separately), all the charges will be tried together.5

if rIl the charges are tried together, it may not be difficult for the court to

assess a sentence for the concurrent offeritcls, provided the acucsed is convicted

on all or some of the count'.'HoWever'a problem may arise if the charges are

,tried separately by different cobrts or'even by- different divisions of the same court.

This is because our CriminalPro'edure C~de does' not say anything as to which

court or division will assess the final penalty in sueh situations.6

Cenerally speaking, in the case of concurrent offn bes" \,vfere more than

one penalties are prescribed, .different-methods are used to assess sentences.

These are cumulation, absoxption, and aggravation.

Under 9'ffier laws,' the ddtjrt IfM1 povdr to impose cumulative sentences

ori convictiori:Of sevdralloffences charged separately or on separate dountsef

the -same charge. In such a base the imprisonmeritviot one'offence comniences

at the termination of imprisonment f6r another. Under such a system, if an acc'sed

is onvidt~d, -ay'for -theft, arson, rape, common vilful -injurV, and tobbery,- and

'sent6n'ced to arfixed term of imprisonment for each offence, e.g.jIhree years for

theft, eight years-tor arson, seven' years for rap , two years for common wilful

injury, and ten ,years for robbery, he will serve a cumulative semtence of thirty

yearmof imprisonment.

Oir the -other hand, the'-are some Iavw's-whiclh provide for absorption ) "

•Accordin to-this-method, the setdnce imposed for the most serious offence

absbrbes the-penaltiest6 be imposed for thedl6ss serious offences. In bur example

abo,,,asumih *robbery is the Most sericuls offence ( it is the most seribus

ubcer our lw ) of all the * ffences that the accusedcomtmitted, the penalty imposed

for robbery, i.e. ten years imprisonment, absorbes the penalties to be impdsed

for the other lese serious offences. - ,

lowever, ihbgoe two sentence-calculating methods seem to hdve short-

comings. In the case of cumulation, in which one sentence of imprisonarniet

c6minenc atth teimirftion 6f.rn6ther,'the r'ehabilitatie lpurpose of panishrment

is-defeat6d.'Sincethe accused ill-be'imprisoned -for a-longer period than that
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which is necessary, this frustrates any plan of treatment for rehabiltztion. Such
exceptional length ef cumulated sentences led one writer to declare them
"inhumane" not because they are "underserved or unjust", but because they do
not conform to "contemporary standards of humanity". 1o Indeed, it will be unrea-
listic to say that a person found guilty of any crime be imprisoned for one hund-
red years.

Absorption does not seem to be a sound approach either. This method cannot
satisfy the preventive and retributive purposes of punishment, which stll play a
significant role in criminal law, eventhough these concepts do not appear to con-
form to "dontemporary standards of humanity". Absorption usually results in
lighter sentences, for one or more offences will, in effect, be left unpunished. And,
considering the dangerous criminal'disposition of the offender, this may not be
effective to prevent him from committing other similar crimes in the future. More-
over, society's sense of justice may not be satisfied, for the offender will be seen
to have been sentenced without receiving his deserts. Even when consider ed in
the light of the rehabilitative purpose of punishment (which is the most import-
ant one), such a short time of imprisonment may not be adequate to provide
the offender with the necessary reformative instruction, should longer, periods
than usual be required.

The third method, which to some degree seems a compromise of the two,
is aggravation. Under this method of sentence computation, instead of piling up
prison terms or completely disregrading punishments prescribed for ce.tain offe- '

nces, the penalty provided by law for the most serious offence will be imposed
first, and then, in appropriate cases, aggravated. However, there are restrictions
on the extent of aggravation. The restrictions that the court shall usually be bound
by are two.

The first one is that the court may not exceed by more than one-half the
"basid penalty'prescribed for the most serious offence. This means -that if, for
instance, the basic penalty prescribed for the most serious offence is seven years'
imprisonment, the court-cannot, in aggravating the penalty for the concurrent
offences, exceed this penalty by more than one-half, i.e. by three-and-a-half years.

The second one is that, the court may mot, when exceeding the basic penalty
by one-half, go beyond the general maximum fixed by law for the kind of penalty
applied. In the above example, if the general maximum for the kind of penalty is
ten year, the court may not go beyond this limit. Thus, it may only exceed tt.e basic
penalty by three and not by three-and-a-half years.

-In the history of our criminal law, the cumulation arid absorption methods
were used during the period when the 1930 Penal.Code was in force. 1 Under
the 1958 Penal Code (which is still in force), absorption is completely dropped
out, and in its-stead the aggravation metkod has been adopted for assessing~a.
sentence for serious concurrent offences. However, the cumulation method is still
retained for assessing a sentence for concurrent petty offanes. 12
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' As regards aggravation of penalties entailing loss of liberty, Article 189 of the

Ethiopiar Penal Code provides as follows:

(1) In case of fmaterial 13 concurrence of offences (Art.82(a)), the ceurt
shall determine the penalty on the bases of the general rules, set out
hereafter, taking'into account, for the assessment of the sentence,
the degree of guilt of the offender;

(a) Where capital punishment is provided for one of the concurrent offe-

nces, this penalty shall override any other penalties entailing loss of

liberty:

(-b) In case of several penalties entailing loss of liberty being concurrently

applicable, the court shall pass an aggregate sentence as follows:

It shall impose the penalty deserved for the most serious offence and
shall increase its length taking into account the provisions of the law

or the concurrent offences; it may, if it thinks fit, impose a penalty

exceeding by half the basic penalty,without, however,being aifle to go

beyond the general maximum fixed by law for the kind of penalty

applied.

Pursuant to sub-art. (1) of this Article, if an accused is convicted of having

committed concurrent offences, and capital 14 punishment is provided for one of

the concurren offences, tlhe couit may, if, taking the degree of guilt of the accused,

-it is of the opinion that, he deserves c~pital punishment, impose this penalty which

shall override any other penalties entailing loss of liberty.

Thus, if D rapes Y and subsequently murders her in cold blood, he will be

-charged under Articles 589 and 522 of the Penal Code concurrently. Since one of

the concurrent offences committed by D, i.e., homicide in the first degree,.entails

capital punishment, the court may, if it thinks that he deserves such punishment,

pass this penalty against D which shall'override the penalty prescribed for the

rape. 15 in the cases falling under Art. 189(1.) (a),'our courts.may not have
difficulties in assessing penalties. But a problem arises When they assess the

,penalty under Art. 189 (1) (b); and the problem seens to be connected with the

meaning of thb term "basi6 penalty".

Pursuant to Article 189 (1) (b), where several penalties entailing loss of

liberty are concurrently applicable, the court "shall -impose the penalty deserved

for the most serious offence and shall increase its length taking into account ....the
concurrent offences". To ipcrease the length of the sentences, "the court can, if it

thinks fit, impose a penalty exceeding by half the. basic penalty, without,

however, being able to go beyond the general meximum fixed by law fort he
kind of penalty" 16 (emphasis supplied).

The term "basic penalty" has been translated into Amharic to mean the "maxi-

nium penalty prescribed for the most serious offence". In the English version, this

term seems to be ambiguous. However, in view of the Amharic version and of the

ources of this Article, 17 there is no doubt that the words refer to the mRimuhi

penalty-prescribed by law for the most seriods offence and not to the one fixed

by the court. The Amharic version, whith must prevail over the English and French
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versions, clears the ambiguity by stating it as the "maximum penalty prescribed

for the most serious offence." It is obvious that it is the law which prescribes the

maximum and the minimum penalties whithin which range the court is at liberty

to fix the penalty. In the case of homicide in the second degree, for inbt.nce, the

penalty prescribed by law is from five to twenty years' rigorous imprisonment.

While the minimum penalty for this offence is five years' rigorous impriosonment,

the maximum is twenty years. The court does not have the power to determine a

minimum and maximum penalty for an offence. These are fixed by the law.

In Criminal appeal no. 1569/74 the majority '8 held that the basic penalty is

the penalty that the court fixes for the mest serious offence. Hb4wever, such hold-

ing iS erroneous, particularly in view of the clear provision of the Amharic version,

which the court was supposed to follow.

In the case of concurrent offences, if the-court thinks that the length of the

sentence must be increased beyond the maximum period provided for the most

serious offence, it may do so, provided that such increase does not exceed it by

more than one-half and does not go beyondthe general maximum fixed by law

for the kind of penalty applied.

Let us illustrate this with an example. Suppose D is charged with arson (Art.

488), robbery (Airt. 636), and homicide in the second degree (Art. 523)., and is

convicted of the first two offences. Of the two offences D is convicted of, robbery

is the most serious. 19 Thus, in assessing t-.e sentence for the conc.urrent offe-

nces, the court considers only robbery, and fixes a hypothetical penalty for this

offence in the same way as it would do if D was convicted only of this offence

and then increases its lengthtaking into account the other offence. If the 'court

decides that D must be punished. with ten years' rigorous imprioonment for the

robbery, it may then increase its length, taking into consideration the other offence.

In increasing the length of the sentence, the court may simply confine itself to

imposing the maximum penalty prescribed for robbery, i.e. fifteen years' rigorous

imprisonment, or exceed it by adding to the ten years up to one-half of this basic

penalty, i.e. seven and a half years: and sentence D to. seventeen and a-half years'

of rigorous imprisonment. If, however, the court thinks that D deserves the

maximum penalty prescribed for robbery in the first place, then, by taking into

account the otheroffenie (i.e. arson) it'can in rease its length by exceeding this

maximum penalty by up to one-half and finally sentence D to twenty-two-and
- a "

half -years' rigorous imprisenvnent. However, the court cannot, at any rate, go

beyond this limit.

If, in the above example, D is convicted of all the offences he is charged with,

the couft first fixes the penalty for the homicide and then increases its length,

taking into consideration the other concurrent offences (i.e. arson and robbery).

However, in this particular hypothetical situation, the court cannot exceed the

basic penalty by half. If it.does, it will go beyond the general maximum fixed by

law for this kind of penalty, i.e. twenty-five years. 20 Hence, since the court is

prohibited from going beyond this.ganeral maximum, it can only exceed the basic
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penalty by five years', and sentence D to twenty-five years' rigorous imprison-
ment.

This holds true where the accused is charged and tried by the same court for
all the concurrent offences. But there may be instances where separate charges
could be prepared and fi~ed to different courts or different divisions of the same
court.

This may be done by mistake or pursuant to article 116 (2) of the Criminal
Procedure Code. Hence, a problem may arise when executing the sentences,
where each court or division may convict the accused and assess a separate
sentence for eacl.pffence.

If the case is one of retrospective concurrence (i.e. where an offence committ-

ed concurrently with one or several other offences is discovered after the said
offences have been tried), the court assesses sentence in accordance with the
provisions of article 1 89 of the Penal Code, so that the offender may not be punish-

ed more severely than if all the offences had been tried together. 21 In -such a

case, the new sentence shall be assessed having regard to the sentence already
imposed, and shall r un concurrently with the sentence already passed. 22 In other

words, the new sentence is deemed to have started running as of the date the pre-

vious sentence started to run. If, for instance, D was convicted for committing
fraudulent misrepresentation in violation of Article 656 of the Penal Code and

sentenced to two years' simple imprisonmentand later it is discovered that he had
also eommitted another fraudulent misrepresentation prior to his conviction, the

court shall assess an aggregate sentence'equal to that it would have imposed had
both offences been triedtogetherjf the court would have imposed three years'
rigorous imprisonment for both offences, had it knowff-f-such facts, it now pro-
nounces such sentence, and this new sentence shall be deened to have started
running as of the date the previous two years' sentence had started running.

However, difficulty of execution of the sentences may arise when an offender

is tried, convicted, and sentenced to separate fixed terms of imprisonment by

different courts or different divisions of the same court. How should such sentences
be executed? Should they run concurrently or consecutively? Or should the
court, in such a situation, fix an aggregate penalty, taking into account all the

concurrent offences, and having regard to the sentences already imposed ? If it
should, would it amount to an imposition of a new penalty that was not passed

previously, and to violation of the principle of double jeopardy or autrefois acquit
and autrefois convict?

With regard to these questions, the common law position is that, unless the

courts ordered that the sentences should run consecutively, they would run

concurrently. Once the separate sentences have become final, it seems that it is of
no relevance whether or not the courts were aware of the concurrent n tture of the

offences at the time of sentencing.

On the other hand, there are some laws whieh provide that, if such a situa-

tion arises, a new sentence that takes the concurrent offenco into account shailbe
fixed In the same manner as in the case of retrospective concurrence. 23
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However, there are many laws, including ours, which do not provide clear

solutions for spuch questions. And, in default of such clear legal provisions, it would

be appropriate to fill this loophole with analoglcal judicial interpretation.

Chapter 34, section 10, paragraph two of the Swedish Penal Code, and

Article 53 of the Penal Code of the Republic of China,.provide that where separate

final sentences are imposed by courts for concurrent offences, a new sentence

that will take into account the concurrent offences shall be determined in the same

manner as in the case of retrospective concurrence, i.e. as in the case where all the

concurrent offences are tried together. These two penal provisions do not exempt

the offender from serving an aggravated sentence- Neither do they expose him to a

more severe penalty than that which he would have received had all the offences

been tried together.

There does not seem to exist any satisfactory justification for exempting the

offender from serving an aggravated sentence in such a -situation. Had all the

concurrent offences been tried together, the offender would have received an

aggravated sentence. Similarly, had one of the concurrent offences been discover-

ed after the offender has been convicted and sentenced forthe other offence (s), 2

a new sentence would have,been assessed, having regard to the sentence already

imposed, so that the offender might not be punished more severely than if all the

offences had been tried together. If this is the position of the law, why should

there be a distinction between retrospective concurrence on the one hand, and,

on the other hand, a situation where separate final sentences are imposed by

mistake or due to unawareness of the commission of the concurrent offences?

This commentator does not see any justifiable distinction between the two

situations that would warrant a less or more severe penalty than that which the

offender would have served, had all the offences been tried together. Thus, it is

submitted that our courts should assess a new sentence having regard to the

sentence(s) already imposed, and the new sentence should be deemed to have

started running as of the date the previous sentence (s) had started running.

Therefore, as regards this issue, which was raised in criminal appeal no.

1569/74, the majority opinion was correct in holding that Article 191 of the Penal

Code should apply by analogy.

O% the other hand, the minority considered the fixing of a new sentence as

violative of the principle of double jeopardy or autrefois acquit and autrefois

convict. However, the minority opinion did not elaborate in what respect such a

determination of a new sentence which would take all the concurrent otfences

into account, would violate such a principle.

The principle of double jeopardy or autrefois acquit and autrefois convict

applies in a situation where a person is to be charged and tried for the same offence

of which he had already been convicted or previously acquitted. But this is not the

issue in the hypothetical situations we raised hereinabove (nor was it an issue even

in criminal appeal no. 1569/74). In these situations, the trial and conviction had
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already taken place. It is true that separate sentences had been determined for
each of the concurrent offences. But the question is how should such sentences
be executed?

Our penal law does not provide for either cumulation or absorption of pean-
Ities. What it provides is that, in cases of concurrent offences, whether tried to-
gether or separately, there shall only be one aggregate penalty for all of them. Th ws,

if, for any reason, the courts were unaware of the concurrent nature of the offence
and passed separate sentences for each offence, it seems reasonable and approp-
riate to assess a new sentence that would take into. account all the concurrent

offences, so that the offender will not be punished less or more severely than if
all the concurrent offences had been tried together. And the court which should

have power to determine the new sentence should be the one which tried the most

serious offence.

However, in criminal appeal no 1 569/74, the issue "How should the two ten
years' sente~rces be executed ?" was not one that could have been solved by fixing
a new sentence, for the issue was not one of aggravation. This oommentator is of

the opi ,ion that both the majorityand the minority have erred in treating this ques-
tion as aggravation.

In the High Court,,two separate charges(i.e. criminal file nos. 27/72 and 341/72)
were brought against the appellant. In criminal file no. 27/72, 25 the appellant was

charged under Penal Code Articles 32/522 (1) (a), and was convicted and sen-

tenced to fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment, although, on this charge, he cou Id
have been sentenced to life imprisonment or death. In criminal file no, 341/72, 25

he was charged under Penal Code Articles 32(1) (a)/668/522 (1) (a), 2' and was

convicted and sentenced to death. The two charges show that the appellant com-

mitted both offences on one and the same day within an interval of two'hours.

In criminal file no. 341/72, the conviction and sentence took place after the
appellant had been sentenced to fifteen years' rigorous imprisonment on a separ-
ate charge (criminal file no, 27/72). Just after conviction but before sentence, the

public prosecutor disclosed to the couit that the appellant had also committed

another offence for which he was sentenced to fifteen years' rigorous imprison-
ment, and asked the courtto impose the maximum penalty provi ied by law for the

second offence. This fact shows that the High Court was aware of the concurrent

nature of the two offences 23 at the time when it passed sentence for the second

offence (criminal file no. 341/72), which means that the new sentence was de-

termired in accordance with the provisions of Article 191 cum Article 189 (1) (a)
of the Penal Code.

Thus, although the High Court did not say anything asto whether it considered

the other offence as an aggravating circumstance when. it imposed capital punish-
ment, it would be reasonable to assume that it did. Moreover, even if we -assume

tLat the Court 4iid not take the earlier conviction and sentence into consideration,

it would not have maje any difference whatsoever,for tle court was of the opinion
that the accused deserved c.apital punishment for the second offence. Therefore, as
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the appellant argued before the Supreme Court with respect to criminal appeal no,
1569/74, since the two sentences imposed by the High Court could not be execut-
ed together (i.e. the offender could not be imprisoned for fifteen years first and
then be put to death), the latter sentence, i.e. the death sentence, would have
overridden the earlier one, had it been affirmed by the Supreme Court.

However, since the conviction and sentence took place at different 29 times

on the two charges, the appellant was forced to lodge separate appeals against
both judgments of the High Court. While the trial was pending before the High
Court on criminal file no. 341/72, the Sixth Division of the Supreme Court was
reviewing criminal appeal no. 1067/73, which was an appeal lodged against the
judgment given on criminal file'no ,27/72. After due consideration of the file, the
Supreme Couit affirmed the conviction under Penal Code Aiticle 522, but further 30

mitigated the sentence from fifteen years' to ten years' rigorous imprisonment. This
Division was, not aware of the commission of the other offence when it gave judg-
ment on criminal appeal no. 1067/73. 3'

After the Sixth Division gave its judgment on criminal appeal no. 1067/73,
the Panel Division of the Supreme Court reviewed criminal appeal no. 1569/74, 32
altered the conviction from Penal Code Article 522 to Aiticle 3(2) 33 of the
Special Penal Code Proclamation no. 8/74, and sentenced the appellant to ten
years' rigorous imprisonment in accordance with the povisions of Articles 113(2)
and 195(2) (b) (ii) of the Criminal Procedure Code.

Titus, in view of the above-facts, one can reasonably assume that the Panel
Division knew, or at least should have known, that the issue in criminal appeal no.
1569/74 was cne of ret'ospective concurrence. However, although the file shows
that the appellant was convicted and sentenced for another offence committed
on the same day within an interval of a couple of hours, the Court said that it had
not been,,duly"informed of this fact. This statement cannot be justified in view of
the fact that the Appellate Court should have inquired as to what conviction and
sentence was being referred to by the statement. 34

Even assuming thatthis fact was" duly" told to the Panel, and thatit was aware
of the conviction and sentence passed by the Sixth Division, how should have it
assessed the sentence in criminal appeal no. 1569/742

In criminal appeal no. 1067/73 the appellant was convicted for homicide in
the first degree under Article 522. The penalty prescribed by the law for this offence
is either life-imprisohmont or death. These penalties cannot be aggravated. 31

Instead, where the law provides one of such punishmentsfor one of the concurrent
offences, they shall override any other penalties entailing loss of liberty which are
(or may be) imposed for the concurrent offences.

In criminal appeal no. 1067/73, although the appellant was convicted under

Article 522, he received a mitigated sentence of ten years rigorous imprisonmest
instead of life-imprisonment or death. This reduction was made in accordance
with the provisions of Articles 79 and 184 (b) of, the Penal Code. In other words,
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the court first sentenced the appellant to life-imprisonment and then, taking into
consideration the extenuating circumstances stated in Atticle 79, it mitigated the
penalty in accordance with the provisions of Article 184 (b). After this was done,

the Panel Division reviewed criminal appeal no.1569/74 and, after consideration
of the file, altered the conviction from Penal Code Article 522 to Article 3 (2) of the
Special Penal Code Proclamation No. 8/74, and sentenced the appellant to ten
years' of rigorous imprisonment.

In view of this situation, had the Panel been aware of the conviction and
sentence passed on criminal appeal no. 1067/73, what should have it done ?Could
it have imposed the maximum, penalty for the offence, i.e. fifteen years' rigorous
imprisonment, and order that the sentences run concurrently, or could it have
aggravated the penalty in accordance with the provisions of Article 191 cum
Article 189? The commentator is of the opinion that the court could have done

neither, It could have not done the former for the simple reason that the law does
not authorise it to do so. Neither could it have done the latter, for the penalty
prescribed for one of the concurrent offences is of the kind stated under Article

189 (1) (a), which shall override any other penalties entailing loss of liberty. In

such a situation we cannot talk of aggravation. Thus, in cases of concurrent offe-

nces where the law provides either life-imprisonment or capital punishment for

one of them, the other concurrent offencess may have bearing only on the extent
of mitigation. Hence, although criminal appeal no.1569/74 was irrelevant to the

determination of the sentence in criminal appeal no. 1067/73, it might have been

relevant to determine the extent of reduction of the sentence. It seems that, had
the Sixth Division been aware of the Commission of the second offence, it would

probably not have gone to the lowest limit in reducing the penalty. However, we
have also to bear in mind that even the existence of such an aggravating circu-

mstance might not have prevented the court from considering extenuating circu-

mstances and reducing the penalty to the lowest limit provided by Article 184.

Therefore, in this particular case, the court should have held that the penalty

imposed for homicide in the first degree under Article 522 overrides the penalty
imposed for the armed uprising underArticle 3 (2) of proclamation no.8/74, inst-
ead of increasing the penalty in accordance with the provisions of Article 189 (1)
(b), which was not applicable to this case.

CONCLUSION

In the case of concurrent offences entailing loss of liberty, the penalty should
be assessed in accordance with the provisions of Penal Code Article 189 (1) (a-b).

Where the law provides life-imprisonment or death for one of the concurrent

offences the accused is charged with, these penalties should override the other

penalties entailing loss of liberty. In other cases, the penalty has to be assessed in

accordance with the provisions of sub-article (1) (b) of Article 189.

This commentator is of the opinion that, in this particular case, the court erred

in holding that the ,basic penalty" is the penalty that the court fixes for the most
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serious offence, instead of the maximum one provided by law for such offence.

Such a conclusion, this commentatorthinks, is unwarranted in view of the Amharic

versien, which the court was supposed to apply to this case. It also erred in holding

thatArticle 189 (1) (b) is the one which applies to this case for the assessment of
the penalty.

However, it must be clear by now that, since one of the concurrent offences,

i.e. the one charged in criminal appeal no, 1067/73, entails a minimum of life

imprisonment, the penalty would have been assessed pursuant to Article 189(1)

(a), had the two charges been tried together. And, even if the two charges were

tried separately, the same provision would have been applied for the assessment of

the penalty, by virtue of Aiticle 191 of the Penal Code. However, in the latter

case, the court could have not done anything other than convict the appellant

under Article 3 (2) of the Special Penal Code.

It is clear that Aiticle 191 does not fully cover the situation raised by the two

decisions. Although the problem raised by this case could have been solved by

holding that the penatty imposed for the homicide in the first degree under Article

522 would override the penalty imposed for the armed uprising, the court was

misled by the analogical situation described under Article 191 of the Penal Code.

Thus, in order to avoid such types of ambiguity, it would be appropriate to

include some provision in the Penal and Criminal Procedure Codes in orderto

govern the situation raised by this case.

This conmentator hopes that the Committee authorlsed to revise the Penal

and Criminal Procedure Codes will consider the situation, and include a provision

to bridge this gap, for example, a clause similar to paragraph two of Chapter 34,

Section 10 of the Swedish Penal Code.
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I. in a c sac of m tzerial conturrence, there should necessarily be successive (i,c. several) acts.
if the n..' i; o~iyy oat a ii violta; only one c:iminal provision, despite the fact that the act
was committed again i scvcral persons (e.g.T steals A's ox, B's cow and C's horse from the
field where they were grazing), the offender willbe tried only for one offence.

2. The severa. thefts committed by D a.ainst P must have been performed with renewed

criminl interion, as stated in Article 61 of the Penal Code. f,however, D'srepelated
acts or ste-.ling good fromP were performed with the "same iiilial criminalintention...
and aimed a' azaizving the same purpose", i.e. unlawful enrichment (as for example
D might have intended to takesty, fivesacks ofwheat from P'sbarn.a.ndon five occasions
he took five sacks of wheat fiom P's barn), they will not be con.ideCed as concurrent
offences, but connit inte only xai offence. See Art. 60(2) of the Penal Code.

But note that, in both c.:.ses, the successive offences must have been committed before the off-
eader was coaviu'ed anJsea.enced for any one of them. If the offender was convicted and
sattn.st for the -st ofence ptor to the camrnmission of the next offence, the case will not
be cxscurrence but recidivism. Residivisnexists , hen conviction and sentence separate the
commision of two offences.

Crim. Proc. C. Art. 116(1).

Criminal ?roe. C_ Art. 116(2). If the offences are committed at different times and have no
connecrion, it seems appropriate to order separac taial", so taunt the accused may not
encounter di fficul ties in his defence. In cidentally,note she difference between the Amharic
and the Ea.iish v-:;ias of this sub-ari,;!ce. According to the Amharic version, it i.
mindvory to try moaxarrcta offence; together, but in the English version it is optional.

Even when the ceac-rrom offences are tried consecutively rather than 
i
n a single trial, how

shou, 'he ,v.cuaed be iestenced? Should all sentencing be deferred until the last trial iscon-
. i udea' the Criminl ProccdureCode does not answer these questions. Thus, in "ew of the
sentence as- -,-ent method provided by law (i.e. Pen. C. Art. 189), it seems reasonable to
defer en,'c,-, ;tsg until the last trial is concluded. And the court which must have sentencing
power shou:d o the one which tries the most serious offence.

. For exa,--e, under the commn law when an offender is convicted for concurrent offences
the judge c.,.' order acorn) e xl!..ive penalty by adding up the srntences iaspoed fo,-ch offence.
Howeavr, mlftiple sentences are construed as running concurrently, unless the sentencing
judge h, st 'ted orhecvise. Also, whe athe offences arise out of the s .me transaction (i.e. corn-
mitted oa the saxme ozcussion or as part of a single enterpuise), the sentences shall run concut-
rently and not concecutively. See Sol Rubin, The Law of Ciiminal Correctiov, (St. Paul, Minn.
West Publi;hing Co., 1963), p. 415; and Sir Rupert Cross, The English Sentencing System
(London, Butterwvorths, 1981), p.10

0
.

'. See, for cxam!e, Section 35 of The Federal CriminalLa, of the Soviet Union.

This is, howver, without prejudice to releasing the ac-used on parole, a practice which is

widely followed in the common-law countries.

i0. See Cross, cited above at note 8, p, 102.

t" Article 42 of the 1930 Penal Code of Ethiopia provides: "If a man who has committed crime

of many different kinds be accused at one time of all the crimes he has committed, though
according to the law a ease shall be taken against him for each separate crime, from these cri-
mes of which he i. accused he shall be punished for the chief one as laid down by the law and
not for each separate offence.... Ths puni shment of those who b,eak an unimportant law shal
be assessed by adding up the penalty for each offence, but the period of the punishment shal
not exceed two years".

t See Pen C. Art. 725. The reason why the cumulation method is retained for suds offences

seems to be that, since the maximum penalty provided by law is arrest for three months
(See Pen. C. Art. 703(1)), this willnot betoo long even whennumulated.
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. In cas-e o f ari.lna[ c rren~ce a'ravaionofth: penalty is discretionary and ma ybe ordered

' o4Iy <where the offender's deliberate and. calculated disregard for the law justifies aggrava-
tion". However, note th.t in casesexpresslv provided by !Uv (Art. 63 (2)), aggravation is man-
datory. See Pen. C. Art. 192.

14. Logically speaking, this should also include life imprisonment.

", n Some persons may think that this is absosption. However, they have to bear in mind that, in
-4le case of life imprisonment and capital punishment. we do not talk of either cumulation nor
t-1 absorption, nor even ofaggravation, for that matter, for the simple reason that a person can-

ad? (, not either'beimprioned beyond his lifetime nor be executed more than once.

" The Amharic version says "by up to one-half" instead of "by half". Thepratical effect of
such warding in the two versions; of the Cole is that, it the English version is applied, the basid

- t penalty will necssarily always be increased by half, in a case where increase of the length of
-< the scnteni* isjodged applicable. But ifthe-Anh:xric version is applied, an inciease of the basic

. peJty b half need not necessarily be applied, for the Amharic ve: ion, states that the court
1"< may exceed by "up to oie half", it may be increased by less than one-hlf.

" -Sea Articl 68 (1) of the Swiss. Penal Code and Phillippe Graven,An Inloductin roEthiepian
"6:.O'"Pefl4 Law. (Addis Abaia, Facutry of Law, g.S.t.U., 1965), p. 258.

.'-.s The minority did not say anything on this point. On theother hand, the public prosecutor
-_ was correct in arguing that the basic penalty is the maximum pen-lty provided by law for the

most serious offence, and not th- penalty fixed by the ourt- However, he ead in asking the
court to cuinulatp the sentences.

f9. Th-m .xim aalty prvided aylaw for this offence; is fifteen-years'rigor aus imprisonment
Swhile it is ten'. yearsI ' rig~rots imprisonment for arson.

- Acarding to Per. C. Art. 107, "rigorous imnprisonment" normally extends fiom one to
twenty five years. .. -

2'. See Pen. C. ASA_ 191(1).

22. Pen. C. Art. 191 (2).

2. See, for example, Art. 53 of the Peral Code of the Republic of China and chapter 34, section
10, paragraph two of the Swedish Penal Code.

*" However, note that ifthe offendei is convkted for some of the ooncurrent offences and senten-

ced in accordance with the provisions of Pen. C. Art. 189 (1) (b), the court may not impose a
new sentence if another offence committed conaxrrently with the other offences is discovered
later, unless the later offence is the most serious one.

23. This file was opened on 13 Tekimt 1972.

6,. This tile was opened on 11 Sent 1973, which calfirm; the assumption that this offence was

discovered later, afterthe trial had already started on criminal file no. 27/72.

2'. Note that the public prosecutor erred in citing these articles against the accused. Considering
the facts of the case, he should at least have cited article 637(2) of the Penal Code instead of
these Articles, particularly, as the High Court pointed out in its judgement it was qbvious
that Article 668 had no app:i.ation to this case at all.

's Incidentally, when the two charges were tried and decided, the presiding judge was the sam
person.

29. While cririnal file no. 27/72 was decided on 10 Hedar 1973, crimis.zl file no. 341/72 was de

cided on 27 Meskerem 1974, after almost a year.

30. This was a further reduction of the penalty, because it was by way o f mitigation that thi High

Court reduced the punishment from life to fiften yeans' rigorous imprisonmem in the frist
place.
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S. Jhis appeal was decided on 23 Sen. 1974.

3 - This was an a~peal lodged aginst the High Court's judgement given on criminal fileno. 341,'72

33. This Special Penal Code Articlc provides for rigorous imprisonment not exceeding fifteenyear
for voluntarily taking part in a's armsd uprising azainst the Government.

34. Tise st,.t-,snt srsb btted to the ourt by the Public Prosecutor states as follows:
-"The second a n'4i,Diriba Aiilte, h t p eviously been convicted by this same Court in cr1-
mOZ ina file no. 27172 and sentenced to fifteen years' ligorous imprisonment for killing Eshete

. Woldeyes together with his aceonptice on the same day he committed this offence, i.e. on 13
Ter 1969 within an interval of hours, i.e. at 6:00 p.m. Hence, since he is a recidivist (sic) the
public pro-,eutor asks the coiart to r-fer to this file, and impose the maximum penalty prescrib-
" qd by law for the offence he is now convicted".

One may say that Iif'e-imprisonment can be aggravated by altering it to death. However. w

- have to bear in mind that this cvsinot be done inder Article 189 of the Penal Code. Purusn
flirt: to sub-article (lXa) of t4 is provision the court can impose capital punishment only if ite lg-w

provides such punishment for one of.the concurrent offences. Even if the law Froides altern-
ative penalties, such as life-imprisonment or death, for the most serious concurrent offCnce,

. thec)xrt alne at nWe zsarilyproaouncs the d.ath sentenceon the mere grounds thatthe aU
sed is coanicted of having committed concurrent offences. In such a Me, it is also possible
to pronounce life-imprisonment instead of death. And, once such a scliteoce is pronounced.
it insotbe allied to death unless, of course, the convicted person committed another offceo

i- :i-punihable by death, or unleks it is later discovered that he had also committed another ofe-
" e punishable by death, rrios to his conviction.

We have also to nate tht in eri minl a-ipeal no. 1067173, the appellant had been convicted
Article 522of the Penal Code, whose violation entailseither life impriGsonment or death. But in
under criminal appeal no. 1569174, he was convicted under Article 3(2) of the Special Penal
Cod ewhich eatAls rigorous imisonm-znt not exceeding fifteen years. This means that
.neither the Sixth nor the Panel Division of the Supreme Court was empowered to alter the
sentenocefixed under Article 522, wshen it later convicted the appellant- under Article 3(2) of
the Special Penal Code Proc. No, 8174.




